
Clouds and rain in central Europe

Forecast maps like satellite images
        

You havenʼt seen anything like our forecast maps. Do 
they remind you of satellite images? Right, and they 
show more:  the future,  more data, more detail.  You will 
see how fronts move,  where clouds form, where it rains 
most,  where frosts start. Spot storm centers, fog banks, 
cold fronts moving in, or the amount of rain forecast 
hour by hour for the next day - and much more. Maps 
can be ceated for the entire world, for a continent, a 
country or a province - down to the county if you like. Meteogram

p☼int™ forecasts 6 days out, hourly
   

It  is good to see the overall weather patterns, but what 
about the weather at my place in the next couple of 
days?  meteoblue gives you temperature, relative 
humidity, and dew point at your chosen location.  And 
the winds aloft.  And rainfall. And cloud cover. And hours 
of sun shine. And atmosphere profiles - and whatever 
other weather parameter you need – for any place you 
need!

Always close to you
meteoblue provides precision forecasts everywhere: 
no matter where you are,  a meteoblue forecast is 
always less than 25 kilometers away. In South East 
Asia,  Africa, South America we are within less than 10 
km, in Europe within 7 km and in Central Europe within 
2.3 km from your place! And everywhere, we use our 
p☼int™  technology to further localize the forecasts to 
the selected location.
 
Highest resolution, pure physics
Our forecasts are based on pure physic, and calculated 
in grid cells over entire continents. Everything is 
available:  all meteorological parameters for the entire 
area can be supplied as data feeds, maps, cloud pro-
files, atmosphere sections and travel forecasts - 
whatever you want.

Accuracy and reliability 
Our forecasts have been tested in several continents 
over years. meteoblue forecast accuracy is amongst 
the best, especially when predicting extremes caused 
by climate change. And meteoblue forecast  are 
available for everyone: on our website, and as special 
packages for institutional customers - via web, FTP, 
xml, mail or mobile - meteoblue gets close to you. 

Temperature forecast for the Alps, South America, 
and sub-Saharan Africa
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Surface winds visualization, 6-day-forecast, 
hourly intervals

Weather movies
     

meteoblue produces daily movies of detailed wind 
forecasts like you wonʻt find anywhere else.  See how 
wind patterns evolve as the airflows around lows 
interact with the earthʼs surface. Immediately 
understand how winds will shift over the next hours and 
days. Spot the fronts moving without ever looking at a 
synoptic chart. Or just entertain your customers. 
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Sounds to good to be true?
   

Check the quality and richness of meteoblue weather 
forecasts yourself on meteoblue.com - you will find 
local forecasts, maps and animations. Join tens of 
thousands who use meteoblue.com to plan their 
business, leisure or outdoor activities from rock 
climbing to paragliding and star gazing.

Want more? We can generate weather forecast data 
and image feeds, movies, SMS and tailored 
applications for any place in the world.

meteoblue Piktomap at meteoblue.com

Special interest diagrams and maps
    

We extract a wealth of information from our weather 
models. You can do the same using the meteoblue 
myMapServer.  Access this unique web application at 
my.meteolblue.com/my. Register to get the information 
you want. The service is free for personal use.  Or a 
teaching tool. And an easy entry into customizing your 
personalized data feed.

How we do this?
   

It  is a simple recipe: We carefully combine top  science, 
smart engineering,  automation,  and graphic design to 
deliver your special forecast at competitive prices. Your 
benefit is our pleasure.

Your benefit
     

The locality, richness, and quality of the weather 
forecast  data we offer makes new applications 
possible. Our competitive pricing allows industry, 
publishers, and consumers to use weather forecast 
data in new ways that have not been available and 
accessible to date. 
 

• Local forecast detail -  Everywhere
• Forecast data, images, movies, text– Everyhing
• Delivery by web, data feed, mail, Mobile to Everyone

Contact  us if you need high resolution weather 
forecasts for your business, your portal, or your 
systems.

meteoblue - let make weather - together.

Maps and diagrams produced with 
myMapServer
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